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A B S T R A C T

Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) networks typically combine an optical access network with a wireless access network so as
to build on the respective strengths of the optical and wireless network technologies. Prior analytical
throughput-delay studies of FiWi networks have typically considered heavy-loaded traffic models, i.e.,
constantly backlogged source nodes. In contrast, in this paper we present a more general comprehensive
FiWi network throughput-delay analysis that encompasses Poisson (non-heavy) as well as heavy-loaded input
traffic models. In addition, our analysis covers bandwidth assignments of wireless channels both at the hop
distance level and at the node level, as well as a queuing model of dynamic bandwidth allocation in the optical
access network. Our analysis provides insightful guidelines for setting the channel access probabilities for source
traffic and relay traffic in FiWi networks. Our numerical evaluations demonstrate that prior studies which
considered only heavy traffic loads gave misleading results for the delay performance of well-known access
probability assignments. We correct and clarify these misleading results with our more general analysis for non-
heavy traffic.

1. Introduction

A Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) network typically provides a high-speed
optical backhaul network for a wireless mesh network (WMN) [1–6].
The optical backhaul network of a FiWi network is usually based on a
passive optical network (PON) [7–16], whereby distributed Optical
Network Units (ONUs) serve as backhaul gateways for clusters of WMN
nodes. A fundamental design challenge in FiWi networks is to assign
the WMN channel access opportunities to the different WMN nodes so
as to enable efficient forwarding of the WMN traffic towards the ONUs
for transmission to the central Optical Line Terminal (OLT) of the
PON. In particular, each WMN node mi needs to be assigned a
probability pi for channel access, and a probability qi for forwarding
relay traffic (rather than transmitting its own source traffic within a
given channel access opportunity). As reviewed in Section 2, prior
research, e.g., [17,18], has studied these probability assignments and
the resulting FiWi network throughput-delay performance for heavy-
loaded traffic where all nodes are constantly backlogged. The heavy-
loaded traffic model simplifies analysis and is commonly considered in
order to make complex network models analytically tractable. With the
heavy-loaded traffic model, source queues are constantly backlogged
and are able to transmit a packet whenever offered a transmission
opportunity. This prior research found that expediting the forwarding

of relay packets, i.e., setting very high forwarding probabilities qi,
reduces mean packet delays.

In contrast, we analyze the FiWi network for a non-heavy Poisson
traffic model. This non-heavy traffic model enables us to consider the
queueing delays at the original source nodes, which were ignored in the
prior heavy-traffic model studies. We find that our more general FiWi
network model accommodating non-heavy Poisson traffic and the source
node queueing delays leads to fundamentally different conclusions about
the forwarding probability setting. In contrast to the heavy-traffic studies,
such as [17,18], we find that expediting the forwarding of relay packets
does not reduce the mean packet delay. Instead, we introduce i( ) an input
traffic control strategy as well as ii( ) a novel channel access and
forwarding probability design strategy based on the traffic characteristics
at the individual nodes to effectively reduce the mean packet delay.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related FiWi
network research. Section 3 presents the FiWi network model, includ-
ing the non-heavy Poisson traffic model and the queuing structure in
the FiWi network nodes. Section 4 gives the mathematical FiWi
network throughput-delay analysis. Section 5 introduces the input
traffic control strategy as well as the node based transmission and
forwarding probability design. Section 6 presents numerical results
based on the mathematical analysis and verifying simulations. Section
7 summarizes the conclusion of this FiWi network analysis study.
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2. Related work

A seminal line of WMN research found that backhauling with wire-
connected gateways, i.e., a hybrid two-tiered network structure con-
sisting of wireless nodes and wired gateways, can increase the network
throughput [19–22]. This line of research focused primarily on
asymptotic analyses for a number of nodes growing to infinity and
has limited direct applicability for FiWi networks with a finite number
of nodes.

Another line of related research has developed queuing models
for specific aspects of WMNs. For instance, specific tree topologies
have been examined in [23,24]; whereas we consider arbitrary
topologies. An M D/ /1 queueing model for scheduling on individual
WMN links has been developed by Naeini [25]. Chen et al. [26]
modeled each WMN node as a single queue; whereas we model each
WMN node as a combination of two M M K/ /1/ queues so as to
distinguish the queueing of locally generated source traffic and the
queueing of relay traffic. Pandey et al. [27] analyzed the impact of a
specific load balancing approach on the gateway nodes, which were
modeled with M M/ /1 queues. In contrast, we develop a more
comprehensive queueing model encompassing all the WMN nodes
and gateways (ONUs).

Most prior analytical WMN and FiWi studies have considered the
heavy-loaded traffic model, e.g., [17,18,28,29]. Relatively few ana-
lytical studies that are complementary to our study have considered
non-heavy Poisson traffic. Bisnik and Abouzeid [30] have developed
a queueing diffusion approximation model that considers random
walk packet routing for non-heavy traffic. In contrast, we consider
fixed routing along a prescribed path, e.g., the shortest path to the
gateway. Wang et al. [31] have developed a game-theoretic model of
the medium access control (MAC) protocol for non-heavy traffic that
optimizes the transmission power level; the routing paths enabled by
the optimized transmission power could be considered in our FiWi
network model.

FiWi network routing and scheduling mechanisms have been
proposed in [32–37]. FiWi network throughput-delay analyses that
are complementary to our study by focusing on specific MAC and
quality of service mechanisms have been conducted in [38–44]. Studies
on energy saving mechanisms and their impact on FiWi network
performance have been presented in [45–51]. The present study
contributes an original fundamental FiWi network throughput-delay
analysis that accommodates non-heavy Poisson traffic. Our analysis
provides a basis for studying the interactions between clusters of WMN
nodes and the PON backhaul.

3. FiWi network model

3.1. Network architecture

A FiWi network is formed by partitioning the original wireless mesh
network (WMN) into Z non-overlapping clusters, as illustrated for
Z = 4 in Fig. 1. Each cluster is served by one ONU. We focus on static
clustering in this study. We note that for Z = 1, the FiWi network is
identical to the original WMN. Within each cluster, packets are
forwarded in multihop fashion to the cluster's ONU (gateway).
Throughout, we assume that all wireless transmissions are conducted
in the same radio frequency band with a transmission bit rate W [bit/
s], and transmission range r [m]. An upstream packet that has reached
the ONU is placed in a queue to await transmission out of the WMN to
the OLT.

3.2. Traffic model

We consider the locally generated traffic at a given wireless mesh
node mi to follow a Poisson process with rate λs i, . That is, the time
period between the generation of two successive source traffic packets
at node mi has an exponential distribution with mean λ1/ s i, .

3.3. Node model: Source and relay queues

We model a given WMN node m i N, = 1, …,i , with two queues:
the source queue Qs serves the locally generated (source) packets, while
the relay queue Qr serves the relayed packets, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
particular, the two queues in WMN node mi are served as follows:

1) If Qr and Qs are not empty, transmit a packet from Qr with
probability qi, or a packet from Qs with probability q1 − i.

2) If Qr is empty and Qs is not empty, transmit a packet from Qs.
3) If Qs is empty and Qr is not empty, transmit a packet from Qr .
4) If Qr and Qs are both empty, do nothing.

Note that a heavy traffic model would simplify the forwarding model in
that the source queue Qs would never be empty; in contrast, we
consider a non-heavy traffic model, where the source queue Qs may
be empty. We do not consider adaptive bandwidth sharing among
WMN nodes in the packet forwarding model. In particular, if a
transmission opportunity is given to a WMN node with empty Qr and
Qs, the transmission opportunity is wasted. The analysis of adaptive
bandwidth sharing is left for future research. Studies [18,17] demon-
strated that heavy-loaded traffic, which assumes that the source queues
are always full, avoids wasted transmission opportunities. However,
the service models for heavy-loaded traffic do not directly consider the
delays in the source queues. Network designs that consider the source
traffic delays are introduced in Section 5.

3.4. Routing protocol

Shortest path routing (i.e., minimum hop count routing) is em-
ployed within each WMN cluster. Nodes with multiple next-hop
candidates (along the shortest path route) randomly select one of them
on a per-packet basis. As is common for WMNs [52,53], we assume
that each cluster is highly connected and each WMN node has at least

Fig. 1. FiWi network architecture example: The original wireless mesh network (WMN)
is partitioned into Z = 4 clusters. Each cluster is served by an optical network unit (ONU)
of the passive optical network (PON).

Fig. 2. Model of a WMN node: Source queue Qs serves locally generated packets;

whereas relay queue Qr forwards packets from other nodes.
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one path to its corresponding gateway (ONU). We define an x-hop node
as a WMN node with hop distance x to its corresponding gateway.

3.5. Medium access control protocol

3.5.1. WMN
We consider a generic WMN MAC model [18], which characterizes

the WMN behavior through the probability pi of successful channel
access. In particular, node mi obtains the transmission opportunity of a
given time slot (with duration tc, i.e., for a single packet transmission)
of a time-division-multiplexing-access (TDMA) system with probability
pi. Many factors influence the WMN channel access probability pi,
including physical channel conditions and interference from neighbor-
ing nodes as well as scheduling policies and MAC protocols [54]. The
set of probabilities pi characterizing a specific WMN can be obtained
through measurements. Generally, nodes mi with shorter hop distances
to the gateway should be assigned higher probabilities pi since
transmission opportunities a node mi are consumed by both relayed
and locally generated traffic, whereby nodes closer to the gateways
experience typically higher relay traffic loads. In this paper, we study
the effects of pi designs that are based on the hop distance as well as
designs based on individual nodes.

3.5.2. PON
We suppose that all gateways (ONUs) are identical and provide

packet forwarding service to the OLT. The ONUs transmit the received
packets to the OLT with a direct optical transmission (i.e., with one
optical transmission hop). The ONU packet transmissions are con-
trolled through a MAC protocol executed by the central OLT, whereby
typically several packets are grouped together for an upstream trans-
mission from an ONU to the OLT. We consider a constant transmission
bitrate scenario, where we model the ONUs as M D K/ /1/ queues, see
Section 4.7.1. We also consider a scenario with dynamic sharing of the
optical transmission bitrate among the ONUs through dynamic band-
width allocation (DBA). For the DBA scenario, we approximately model
the ONUs as M M K/ /1/ queues with different service rates, see Section
4.7.2.

4. Throughput and delay analysis

This section presents the mathematical FiWi network analysis.
First, we analyze the queuing at a given WMN node mi, followed by the
derivation of the WMN delay and throughput. Based on the WMN
results, we evaluate the PON delay and throughput. We analyze the
overall FiWi network performance by combining the WMN and PON
analyses. The main analysis notations are summarized in Table 1.

4.1. Packet service rates at WMN node mi
Consider a TDMA system with time slot duration tc and channel

access probability pi for node mi in a given slot. Over a long time
horizon, the arrival of transmission opportunities at node mi can be
approximately modeled as a Poisson process with rate μ p t≈ /i i c [17,55].
The arrival rate μi of transmission opportunities to node mi is
equivalent to the service rate of packets at node mi, whereby the
service rate μi is shared by the local packet queue Qs and the relay
packet queue Qr .

As noted in Section 3.3, the relay packet queueQr can obtain a given
transmission opportunity that has been granted to node mi under two
circumstances: 1) The transmission opportunity is directly given to Qr ,
and 2) the transmission opportunity is first given to the empty Qs and
then given back to Qr . Thus, the service rate of the relay packet queue
Qr is

μ μ q μ q P= + (1 − ) ,r i i i i i s i, 0, , (1)

where qi is the probability of the transmission opportunity being given
directly to Qr , while P s i0, , is the probability of Qs of mi being empty

[which can be obtained as P ρ K( , )s iM,0 , from Eq. (57)] and q P(1 − )i s i0, , is
the probability of the transmission opportunity first being given to the
empty Qs and then given back to Qr. Note that the arrival of
transmission opportunities to Qr is a Poisson process since the arrival
of transmission opportunities at Qr is a proportion of the original
Poisson process with rate μi. Similarly, we obtain the service rate of the
local packet queue Qs as

μ μ q μ qP= (1 − ) + ,s i i i i i r i, 0, , (2)

where P r i0, , is the probability of Qr of mi being empty [obtained from Eq.
(57)]. Similar to Qr , the arrival of transmission opportunities at Qs is a
Poisson process.

Based on the service rates of Qr and Qs, we can further obtain the
actual output rates of both queues:

σ μ P= (1 − )r i r i r i, , 0, , (3)

σ μ P= (1 − ).s i s i s i, , 0, , (4)

Table 1
Summary of main notations.

Notation Definition

Network structure
mi Wireless mesh node i i N, = 1, …,
H Largest hop distance of the network
hi Hop distance from node mi to the gateway (ONU)

N x( ) Number of nodes with hop distance x
Sx S j h x j N= { : = for = 1, …, }x j

Set of indices of nodes with hop distance x
Ri R j m m= { : is a possible next hop ofi i j

j Nfor = 1, …, }= Set of indices of possible
previous hops of mi

fj Number of possible next hops of node mj

Z Number of WMN clusters, indexed z z Z, = 1, …,
Cz C j m z= { : is a 1-hop node in clusterz j

j Nfor = 1, …, }= Set of indices of 1-hop
nodes of cluster z

tc TDMA time slot duration=packet transm. time [s]

Channel access and forwarding prob.
pi Channel access prob. of wireless mesh node mi
qi Forwarding prob. of wireless mesh node mi

Packet traffic rates at node mi
μi μ p t= /i i c Poisson process arrival rate of

transmission opportunities at node mi
λs i, Source packet traffic generation rate

λr i, Relay packet traffic arrival rate

μs i, Source packet traffic service rate

μr i, Relay packet traffic service rate

μi Overall pkt. service rate, source + relay traffic

σs i, Source packet traffic output rate

σr i, Relay packet traffic output rate

ρs i, Source packet traffic intensity at node mi

ρr i, Relay packet traffic intensity at node mi

M M K/ /1/ relay packet queue Qr at WMN node mi
K Buffer capacity in packets
Pb r i, , Blocking prob. of relay queue Qr at node mi
P r i0, , Probability of Qr being empty at mi

M M K/ /1/ source packet queue Qs at WMN node mi
K Buffer capacity in packets
Pb s i, , Blocking prob. of source queue Qs at node mi
P s i0, , Probability of Qs being empty at mi

Throughput metric
T x( )W Source packet traffic throughput of set of

x-hop WMN nodes
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The actual output rate of mi, denoted as σi, is the sum of the output
rates of its Qr and Qs. With (1), (2), and (3):

σ σ σ= +i r i s i, , (5)

μ P P= (1 − · ).i r i s i0, , 0, , (6)

Eq. (6) indicates that the transmission opportunities given to mi are
only wasted when both Qr and Qs are empty. This verifies the
forwarding policy described in Section 3.3 and shows that the output
traffic of node mi is a Poisson process.

4.2. Packet arrival rates at WMN Node mi
First we study the queuing behavior of the relay packet queue Qr at

WMN node mi, followed by the local source packet queue Qs at mi. We
define the set of possible preceding nodes of a given node mi as
R j m m j N= { : is a possible next hop of , for = 1, …, }i i j . The considered
routing protocol (see Section 3.4) lets a given node select the next-
hop node along the shortest path randomly among the possible next-
hop candidates on a per-packet basis. Thus, the next-hop candidates
equally share the outgoing traffic. In particular, let fj denote the
number of next-hop candidates of a preceding node m j R, ∈j i and
note that σ f/j j is the input rate of relayed packets from the preceding
node mj to the relay packet queue Qr of the considered node mi. Hence,
the relay packet arrival rate λr i, at node mi is

∑λ
σ
f

= .r i
j R

j

j
,

∈ i (7)

The Poisson process properties of the packet flows ensure that the
incoming and outgoing packet processes at the relay queue Qr at mi are
Poisson processes. The relay packet queueQr of WMN node mi can thus
be modeled as an M M K/ /1/ queue, with K denoting the buffer size in
packets. We define the relay packet traffic intensity of Qr at node mi as

ρ
λ
μ

= .r i
r i

r i
,

,

, (8)

For the local source packet traffic queue Qs of node mi, we consider
Poisson traffic with rate λs i, . Specifically, the distribution of the time
span between two locally generated packets is exponentially distributed
with mean λ1/ s i, . Since the arrival of transmission opportunities at Qs is
approximately a Poisson Process, see Section 4.1, the local source
queue Qs of node mi can also be modeled as an M M K/ /1/ queue. In
particular, for the arrival rate λs i, and service rate μs i, , we define the
source traffic intensity of Qs at mi as

ρ
λ
μ

= .s i
s i

s i
,

,

, (9)

4.3. M M K/ /1/ Queue model for relay queue Qr and local queue Qs
As explained in Section 4.2, the relay queue Qr and local source

queue Qs in a given WMN node mi can be modeled as M M K/ /1/ queues,
which are briefly reviewed in the Appendix. For a fixed holding capacity
of K packets, the mean waiting time W μ λ K( , , )M , see Eq. (59), is a
function of both the service rate μ and the arrival rate λ. On the other
hand, the probabilities of the queue being empty [PM,0, see Eq. (57)]
and full [P KM, , see Eq. (56)] depend only on the traffic intensity ρ. Thus,
the evaluation of the delay (average waiting time in the M M K/ /1/
queue) in a given WMN node mi requires the packet arrival and service
rates at both Qr and Qs at WMN node mi, as derived in Section 4.2.

4.4. Dynamic bandwidth adjustment at WMN nodes

In this subsection, we show that the bandwidth given to a WMN
node mi is dynamically adjusted if the input traffic is properly
controlled. This property will be used in the input traffic control design
proposed in Section 5.1 and in the channel access probability pi design
in Section 5.2. Let us consider the case that λ μ q<r i i i, , i.e., the incoming

relay traffic rate is lower than the relay packet service rate [without
considering the transmission opportunities given back to Qr due to an
empty Qs, see Eq. (1)], and study the service rate of the local queue Qs.
With (1), (2), and (57), we obtain

μ μ q μ qP= (1 − ) +s i i i i i r i, 0, , (10)

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

μ q μ q

λ
μ q μ q P

λ
μ q μ q P

= (1 − ) +
1 −

+ (1 − )

1 −
+ (1 − )

i i i i

r i

i i i i s i

r i

i i i i s i

k

,

0, ,

,

0, ,

+1

(11)

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

μ q μ q

λ
μ q

λ
μ q

> (1 − ) +
1 −

1 −
i i i i

r i

i i

r i

i i

k

,

,
+1

(12)

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟μ q μ q

λ
μ q

> (1 − ) + 1 −i i i i
r i

i i

,

(13)

μ λ= − .i r i, (14)

Thus, we have shown that if the incoming relay traffic rate λr i, is lower
than the lowest relay packet service rate μ qi i, then the service rate μs i, of
the local queue Qs adjusts automatically to the lower incoming relay
traffic rate and provides correspondingly higher service rate to the
source packets, i.e.,

μ μ λ λ μ q> − if < .s i i r i r i i i, , , (15)

The analogous argument for the case λ μ q< (1 − )s i i i, shows that

μ μ λ λ μ q> − if < (1 − ).r i i s i s i i i, , , (16)

4.5. WMN throughput

The preceding Sections IV-B – IV-C, studied the incoming and
outgoing packet traffic processes of a WMN node mi. In particular, we
showed that the relay packet queue Qr and the local source packet
queue Qs in a WMN node mi can be modeled as M M K/ /1/ queues. An
exact WMN analysis would require delay and throughput evaluations
for all possible node-to-gateway paths for all WMN nodes. Such an
exhaustive evaluation would become prohibitively complex for large
WMNs where long hop distances lead to many possible paths to the
gateway. We pursue therefore an approximate, low-complexity evalua-
tion of the WMN throughput in this section, followed by an approx-
imate delay analysis in Section 4.6.

First, we evaluate the end-to-end WMN throughput. For the set of
x-hop WMN nodes, we define the local source packet traffic throughput
T x( )W as the average number of packets generated by the x-hop WMN
nodes that reach the gateways per unit time. Formally, T x( )W can be
expressed as the total source packet traffic output rate of the x-hop
nodes multiplied by the probability of the packets not being blocked at
their local source nodes, nor at any of the intermediate relay nodes.
Since the exhaustive evaluation of the blocking probabilities for all
individual paths is prohibitive, we pursue the following approximate
evaluation of the average blocking probability of the paths for the x-hop
nodes. For the nodes with hop distance x, we first evaluate the weighted
average relay packet blocking probability on the wireless WMN path as

P x
λ P ρ K

λ
( ) =

∑ ( , )

∑
,r b

i S r i K r i

i S r i
W, ,

∈ , M, ,

∈ ,

x

x (17)

where S i h x i N= { : = for = 1, …, }x j is the set of x-hop nodes and
P ρ K( , )K r iM, , is obtained from Eq. (56). Similarly, we obtain the weighted
average source packet blocking probability on the wireless WMN path
for the nodes with hop distance x as P x( )s bW, , by replacing the subscript
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r with the subscript s in Eq. (17).
All packets generated at x-hop nodes, with x H= 1, 2, …, , have to

pass through their source node and x − 1 relay nodes without blocking
to reach the gateway. The aggregate throughput of the x-hop nodes can
thus be evaluated as the product of the source packet traffic input rate
of the x-hop nodes and the non-blocking probability. In particular, we
define the aggregate source packet traffic output rate of the x-hop nodes
as the product of the source packet traffic input rate of the x-hop nodes
and the probability of not being blocked at the source node:

∑ ∑σ x σ λ P x( ) = = [1 − ( )].s
i S

s i
i S

s i s b,agg
∈

,
∈

, W, ,
x x (18)

Nodes with x = 1 hop to the gateway cannot be blocked at a relay node,
while nodes with x H= 2, 3, …, hops need to be relayed by x − 1 nodes
without blocking to reach the gateway. Hence, the source packet traffic
throughput of x-hop nodes for x H= 1, 2, …, is

⎪

⎪⎧⎨
⎩

T x
σ x

σ x P h x H
( ) =

(1), = 1

( ) ∏ [1 − ( )], = 2, …, .
s

s h
x

r b
W

,agg

,agg =1
−1

W, , (19)

Note that source traffic output rate σs i, and blocking probabilities
P x( )s bW, , and P x( )r bW, , are functions of channel access probability pi
and forwarding probability qi; thus, the throughput depends on both pi
and qi, as numerically evaluated in Section 6. We obtain the aggregate
WMN throughput by summing T x( )W over the hop distance x:

∑T T x= ( ).
x

H

W,agg
=1

W
(20)

4.6. WMN delay

Based on the traffic rates at the individual wireless mesh nodes mi
evaluated in the preceding subsections, we derive in this subsection the
mean WMN delays by considering the individual heterogeneous traffic
loads at the WMN nodes. We define the end-to-end WMN delay of a
newly generated packet as the time period from the time instant when
the packet is placed in the local queue of the source node to the time
instant when the last bit of the packet reaches the gateway. For a packet
generated at an x-hop node, the end-to-end delay consists of the
queuing delay at its source node, the queuing delays at the x − 1
intermediate nodes that relay the packet, and the length of the x time
slots for the packet transmissions.

We approximate the average waiting time for the relayed packets in
the relay queue Qr of an x-hop node as

W x
σ W μ λ K

σ
( ) =

∑ ( , , )

∑
,r

i S r i r i r i

i S r i
W, ,avg

∈ , M , ,

∈ ,

x

x (21)

whereby the mean waiting time W μ λ K( , , )i iM is obtained from Eq. (59).
Similarly, we obtain the average waiting time for the source packets in
local queue Qs of an x-hop node W x( )sW, ,avg , which corresponds to Eq.
(21) with subscript r replaced by subscript s.

Based on the average relay packet waiting time W x( )rW, ,avg and the
average source packet waiting time W x( )sW, ,avg in a given WMN node
with hop distance x, we evaluate the average end-to-end WMN delay as
follows. A node with a hop distance x = 1 transmits a source packet to
the gateway node when the transmission opportunity is granted to its
Qs. With the delay measurement starting at the time instant when a
newly generated packet is placed in the local source queue Qs, the
source packet traffic generated at 1-hop nodes experiences an end-to-
end WMN delay corresponding to its queuing delay at the local source
queue Qs plus the transmission delay tc. Source packet traffic generated
at x-hop nodes with x H= 2, 3, …, , needs to be queued in the source
queue Qs and then transmitted x times and incurs the total queue
waiting time corresponding to the source node and the relay nodes that
are x1, 2, …, − 1 hops from the gateway. In summary,

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

D x

t W x x
xt W x

W h x H
( ) =

+ ( ) if = 1
+ ( )

+ ∑ ( ) if = 2, …, .

c s

c s

h
x

r

W

W, ,avg

W, ,avg

=1
−1

W, ,avg (22)

We evaluate the average WMN end-to-end delay DW,avg by aver-
aging the delays of packets reaching the gateways. In particular, we
weigh the delay D x( )W experienced by x-hop nodes by the correspond-
ing source traffic output rate T x( )W of x-hop nodes:

D
T x D x
T

=
∑ ( ) ( )

.x
H

W,avg
=1 W W

W,agg (23)

4.7. PON throughput-delay analysis

When a packet reaches a gateway, the packet is immediately
forwarded to the ONU operating at the gateway. Each ONU operates
as a queue that transmits the queued packets to the OLT. All ONUs
share the same physical optical transmission bitrate and several packet
scheduling techniques have been proposed to efficiently control the
bandwidth sharing [56–59]. In this paper, we consider both a basic
model without any specific scheduling policy and a model with a basic
dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) policy.

4.7.1. PON with fixed service rates
First we study the scenario where no DBA is applied. We suppose

that the PON operates with TDMA such that each ONU can transmit its
packets during specific time slots. This model results in a deterministic
ONU service rate. Similar to the wireless TDMA network model, we
denote tD for the time slot duration needed to transmit a packet in the
PON. We show that for this TDMA scenario, the ONUs can be modeled
as M D K/ /1/ queues, which allow for the derivation of the overall FiWi
network delay and throughput.

For modeling the ONUs, we initially consider the packet arrival
rates at the ONUs. Each ONU receives the packets directly from the
corresponding WMN gateway, i.e., an ONU and its co-located gateway
have the same input packet traffic characteristics. Let g z Z, = 1, …,z ,
denote the number of 1-hop nodes in cluster z. Analogously to the
arguments in Section 4.2, the incoming packet process at each gateway
is a Poisson process since it consists of the superposition of several
Poisson processes. Therefore, the cluster z gateway receives the Poisson
packet arrival rate

∑λ σ= ,z
j C

jD,
∈ z (24)

whereCz denotes the set of indices of the 1-hop nodes in cluster z. Since
all Z ONUs operate with the same fixed rate (due to the static equal
sharing of the total PON upstream transmission bitrate), each indivi-
dual ONU can be modeled as an M D K/ /1/ queue with service rate

μ
t Z

= 1 .zD,
D (25)

The resulting ONU traffic intensity in cluster z is

ρ λ t Z= .z zD, D, D (26)

If a FiWi network serves both wireless users as well as wired users with
direct connections to an ONU, e.g., through fiber to the home (FTTH),
the ONU traffic load (intensity) is the sum of traffic loads from wireless
and wired users.

We define the PON aggregate throughput TO,agg as the average
number of packets reaching the OLT per unit time. The aggregate
throughput TO,agg is the sum of the effective ONU output rates, i.e.,

∑T λ P ρ K= [1 − ( , )],
z

Z

z K zO,agg
=1

D, D, D,
(27)
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where P ρ K1 − ( , )K zD, D, is the probability that the packets are not
blocked. Clearly, the PON throughput is equivalent to the FiWi network
throughput.

We obtain the average delay at the ONUs by weighing the delays
W μ λ K( , , )z zD D, D, at the individual ONUs z z Z, = 1, …, , with the
corresponding packet output rates λ P ρ K(1 − ( , ))z K zD, D, D, :

W
W μ λ K λ P ρ K

T
=

∑ ( , , ) [1 − ( , )]
.z

Z
z z z K z

O
=1 D D, D, D, D, D,

O,agg (28)

4.7.2. PON with dynamic bandwidth allocation
For the DBA schemes, each ONU includes a report message at the

end of its upstream data packet transmission to signal the ONU queue
length to the OLT as request for bandwidth for the next packet
transmission cycle. After the OLT has received all ONU report
messages, the OLT allocates the upstream transmission bitrate. Then,
grant messages are sent to the ONUs indicating the transmission
schedule for the next ONU upstream transmission cycle. Based on the
report and grant messages, the optical bandwidth can be dynamically
allocated and shared among all ONUs.

Let us consider the Gated DBA grant sizing scheme where the OLT
grants the ONUs with sufficiently large transmission windows to
transmit the entire reported queue length. With the Gated DBA, an
ONU is capable of obtaining all the optical transmission bitrate which
is not used by other ONUs. If the total WMN output rate is lower than
the PON optical upstream transmission bitrate and each ONU is
equipped with sufficiently large queues, we can expect the output rates
of all ONUs to be the same as their input rates. We assume that the
transmission bitrate consumed by the report and grant messages can
be neglected and then based on the preceding observations, we model
the service rate μ zD, of a given ONU z as follows. Note that t1/ D is the
total available PON upstream transmission bitrate and that

λ∑o o z
Z

o=1, ≠ D, is the optical bandwidth occupied by other ONUs o z≠ .
Thus,

∑ ∑μ
t

λ
t

λ= 1 − , if 1 > .z
o o z

Z

o
o

Z

oD,
D =1, ≠

D,
D =1,

D,
(29)

Eq. (29) indicates that a given ONU z can have higher service rates
(than the equal share from Eq. (25)) if the other ONUs have lower
input traffic, which is exactly the purpose of sharing through DBAs.

For saturation cases, where the total WMN output is higher than
the PON upstream transmission bitrate, all the ONUs will eventually
reach the state where the traffic intensities are greater than one. Since
the ONUs with higher input traffic rates tend to request higher
transmission bitrates, the optical transmission bitrate is shared among
all ONUs in proportion to their input traffic rates whereby

∑μ
t

λ

λ t
λ= 1

∑
, if 1 < .z

z

o
Z

o o

Z

oD,
D

D,

=1, D, D =1,
D,

(30)

Similar to the non-DBA scenario in Section 4.7.1, the ONUs served
with DBA have Poisson input traffic. However, the arrival of transmis-
sion opportunities at each ONU is random, but not Poisson (since the
transmission opportunities arrive consecutively within the granted
transmission window). Thus, the ONUs could be modeled as
M G K/ /1/ queues. However, the M G K/ /1/ model requires the coefficient
of variation of the service process, which is not readily available for the
analysis. Hence, we chose to approximate the ONUs as M M K/ /1/
queues with the service rates in Eqs. (29) and (30) since the traffic
intensities and service rates are the primary determinant factors in the
queuing analysis. Our numerical evaluations in Section 6.4 indicate
that the M M K/ /1/ queue approach provides a good approximation of
the FiWi network performance.

4.8. FiWi network throughput and delay

The aggregate FiWi network throughput TF is equal to the aggregate
PON throughput as given by Eq. (27). Similar to the WMN analysis, we
define the overall end-to-end delay of a packet in the FiWi network as
the time period between the time instant when the newly generated
packet is placed in the local source queue of the source node to the time
instant when the last bit of the packet reaches the OLT. The FiWi
network delay is the sum of the delays incurred at the WMN nodes and
the ONUs. For packets generated at the x-hop nodes, the average delay
is

D x D x W t( ) = ( ) + + ,F W O D (31)

whereby tD denotes the ONU transmission delay. The average end-to-
end packet delay of a packet can be evaluated with the average WMN
delay DW,avg, see Eq. (23), and the average PON delay WO, see Eq. (28),
as

D D W t= + + .F,avg W,avg O D (32)

5. Network design strategy

With heavy-loaded traffic, all transmission opportunities given to
the WMN nodes are utilized, which gives the highest throughput of the
network, but also only limited insights into the delay performance. In
particular, with the heavy traffic model there is no notion of source
queue Qs delay; rather, with the heavy traffic model, the packet delay
starts to be counted from the instant when the first bit of a packet is
transmitted by the source node.

Based on the Poisson input traffic characteristics studied in the
preceding sections, we propose 1) an input traffic control strategy for
any given forward probability setting, and 2) a forward probability
setting that can be used for both Poisson (non-heavy) and heavy-loaded
input traffic.

5.1. Input traffic rate λs control strategy
We know from elementary queuing theory that the average queue

size and the actual output rate increase when the input rate increases
while the service rate remains fixed. As the input rate reaches the value
where the traffic intensity ρ > 1, the actual output rate would be limited
by the service rate and the average queue size increases rapidly until it
approaches the value of K (i.e., the maximum number of packets that
can be held in the queue). Section 4.4 also shows that the transmission
opportunities given to a WMN node will be dynamically distributed
between its local source and relay queues if the source or relay packet
traffic flows do not exceed certain thresholds. Thus, for a given WMN
node, the output rate can be maximized while maintaining a reasonable
delay if the sum of the source and relay packet traffic rates is equal to
the total packet service rate given to the node.

First, we propose a hop-wise design strategy, where the WMN
nodes with the same hop distance have the same channel access
probability, channel forward probability, and local input traffic rate:

p p x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that =i i (33)

q q x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that =i i (34)

λ λ x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that = .s i s i, (35)

The hop-wise design strategy starts with edge nodes, i.e., the H-hop
nodes, which have to serve only the source traffic. Our goal is to limit
the total source traffic rate N H λ H( ) ( )s of the H-hop nodes to be lower
than the total service rate N H p H t( ) ( )/ c given to H-hop nodes, which
results in the constraint

N H λ H N H p H
t

( ) ( ) ≤ ( ) ( ) .s
c (36)
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For the H − 1 hop nodes, the total service rate N H p H t( − 1) ( − 1)/ c
is available for the source packets and the relay packets from the H-hop
nodes. The goal is also to limit the aggregate traffic rate resulting from
the source packet rate N H λ H( − 1) ( − 1)s of the H − 1-hop nodes plus
the relay traffic rate N H λ H( ) ( )s arriving form the H-hop nodes to be
lower than the total service rate given to H − 1-hop nodes, resulting in
the constraint

N H λ H N H λ H N H p H
t

( ) ( ) + ( − 1) ( − 1) ≤ ( − 1) ( − 1) .s s
c (37)

Note that N H λ H( ) ( )s is indeed the maximum possible total relay traffic
input rate form the H-hop nodes, which is also restricted to the
maximum value N H p H t( ) ( )/ c according to Eq. (36).

The analogous analysis can be applied to the following x-hop nodes
where x H1 ≤ ≤ and we can formulate the linear program for max-
imizing the aggregate input rate:

∑ N x λ xMaximize ( ) ( )
x

H

s
=1 (38)

∑ N x λ x N x p x
t

x HSubject to ( ) ( ) ≤ ( ) ( ) , = 1, …, .
i x

H

s
c= (39)

By maximizing the aggregate input rate while not violating the
transmission bitrate restrictions, the linear program strives to max-
imize the system throughput while not constantly overflowing the
buffers. If all WMN nodes have the same source traffic input rate, the
solution of the linear program is

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥λ

p x t
= min

( )/
1 + ∑

.s
x H

c

i x
H N i

N x
,opt

=1,…,
= +1

( )
( ) (40)

In a perfectly uniform network where all relay nodes have the same
relay traffic input rates, the linear program solution in Eq. (40)
approaches the maximum system throughput.

5.2. Transmission opportunity p x( ) design at hop level
In the preceding subsection we proposed a Poisson input traffic rate

control strategy for a hybrid WMN. We can observe that higher
transmission opportunity probabilities p x( ) should be assigned to the
nodes with lower hop distances since they have to provide relay service
for more packets form the nodes with higher hop distances. We
proceed to develop a simple channel access probability set
p x x H( ), = 1, …, , design inspired by the result obtained in Eq. (40).
Let us consider a network where the total service rate N H p H t( ) ( )/ c at
the H-hop nodes is equal to the total source input rate N H λ H( ) ( )s at the
H-hop nodes, i.e.,

N H p H
t

N H λ H( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ).
c

s
(41)

The H( − 1)-hop nodes have to provide a sufficient total service rate
to relay the packets form the H-hop nodes and to send the source
packets of the H( − 1)-hop nodes. Noting that N H p H t( ) ( )/ c is the highest
possible relay packet input rate arriving at the H( − 1)-hop nodes, we
obtain

N H p H
t

N H λ H N H p H
t

( − 1) ( − 1) = ( − 1) ( − 1) + ( ) ( ) .
c

s
c (42)

With the same logic we obtain the channel access probability design
strategy for all p x( ).

If we consider the case where all WMN nodes have the same local
source input traffic rate λs, we can further simplify Eq. (42) to

N H p H
t

N H N H p H
t

( − 1) ( − 1) = [ ( − 1) + ( )] ( ) ,
c c (43)

and further obtain the design rule

p x
N i

N x
p H x H( ) =

∑ ( )
( )

( ), = 1, …, .i x
H
=

(44)

Form the above derivations, we observe that the total channel access
probability of the x-hop nodes grows as x decreases, which matches the
results obtained in [17,18].

We note that the special case (44) gives the same p x( ) values as Eq.
(22) in [18]; however, our preceding derivation is more insightful and
requires fewer computations.

For the forwarding probability set q x x H( ), = 1, …, , our design
strategy is to give fair transmission bitrate shares to traffic flows form
nodes with different hop distances. For a uniform networking scenario
where all nodes have the same source input rate, we can simply
calculate the traffic amount in terms of node numbers, i.e.,

q x
N i

N i
x H( ) =

∑ ( )

∑ ( )
, = 1, …, ,i x

H

i x
H

= +1

= (45)

where N i∑ ( )i x
H
= +1 is the number of nodes with hop distance higher than

x. Note that the resulting q x( ) corresponds to the portion of relay traffic
to the total input traffic.

5.3. Network design at node level

In the previous subsection, we introduced the network design
strategy at the hop distance level. In real practical network topologies,
the hop-level design may degrade network performance since WMN
nodes with the same hop distance may have different source input and
relay traffic input rates. Service rates lower than the input traffic rates
will lower throughout and increase delay. Hence, we propose the
following channel access pi and forwarding probability qi design based
on the traffic characteristics at individual nodes mi. The individual node
mi level design follows the same overall strategy as the hop-count level
design. That is, we equip each node mi with the same service rate as its
total input traffic rate. For WMN node mi, the channel access prob-
ability design is

∑p
t

p

f t
λ= + ,i

c j R

j

j c
i

∈ i (46)

where p f t∑ /( )j R j j c∈ i
is the highest relay traffic input rate. We note that

for the edge nodes with hop distance H, p λ t=i i c. For the forwarding
probability, our design gives a fair share of the transmission bitrate to
relay traffic:

q
λ

=
∑

∑ +
.i

j R
p

f t

j R
p

f t i

∈

∈

i

j

j c

i

j

j c (47)

In the next section, we will show that such a node level design can
provide better performance than hop distance level designs.

6. Numerical evaluation

6.1. Evaluation set-up

6.1.1. Settings for numerical evaluations
For the numerical evaluations based on the throughput and delay

analysis in Section 4, we set the time slot lengths for both the WMN
and PON parts to the time needed to transmit one packet. The relay
queues Qr and local source queues Qs are set to hold at most K = 64
packets. We report the specific parameter settings that varied for each
of the evaluation scenarios in the captions of the result figures.

6.1.2. Simulation set-up
We based our discrete event simulation model on the OMNET++

simulation framework and implemented the specific WMN and PON
packet forwarding functions through custom code modules. The buffer
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size was set to K = 64 packets, whereby a standard Ethernet packet size
of 1500 bytes was considered. Thus, the actual buffer size was 64·1500
bytes. Throughout, we report the throughput in units of packets per
time slot. We note that the actual throughput in bytes/second is the
throughput in packets per time slot multiplied by the ratio of packet
size in byte to the time slot duration in seconds. We employed an
independent Poisson packet generation process for each source queue.

We employed the batch means method to obtain statistical con-
fidence intervals. We ran 25 batches with 400,000 packets recorded for
each batch, plus a warm-up period with 400,000 packets, i.e., one
warm-up batch that was not counted for the estimation of the
performance metrics. Thus, 10,000,000 packets were recorded in total
for a given simulation configuration. The resulting 98% confidence
intervals for all simulation results are less than 2% of the correspond-
ing sample means and are too small to be visible in the plots.

6.1.3. Network topology
Following the typical evaluation scenario from [17,18], we consider

a network topology with 126 WMN nodes distributed on six concentric
rings, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Ring h has a radius of h(55 ) m and h6
WMN nodes are equally spaced on the ring. Each WMN node has a
transmission range of r = 100 m. With these parameter settings: (a)
Each WMN node can find at least one node within its transmission
range on both adjacent inner and outer rings, but cannot find any node
within its transmission range that is two or more rings away. (b) Each
WMN node can communicate with its two neighbors on the same ring.
This design ensures network robustness, even when it is divided into
clusters. We form a FiWi network with Z clusters by partitioning the
network topology evenly into Z circular sectors and positioning the
gateways in the centroid of each circular sector. We note that for the
special case of Z = 1 cluster, i.e., when the entire WMN forms one
cluster that is served by a single ONU, the ONU gateway is positioned
at the center of the network topology. For this special Z = 1 case, the
positions of the wireless network nodes can be considered “uniform”
with respect to the ONU in the center of the network topology. For
larger numbers of clusters Z Z, = 2, 3, …6, as considered in our
evaluation study, the wireless nodes have non-uniform positions with
respect to the ONU (gateway) that is placed in the centroid of each of
the corresponding Z circular sectors of the network topology. The
optimized placement of ONUs is a separate research problem, see e.g.,
[60–63]; future research may examine optimized ONU placement in
the context of our node level FiWi network design. Table 2 gives some
basic FiWi network statistics with different numbers of clusters Z.

6.2. Hop-distance level design

6.2.1. Controlled input traffic rate λ x( ) and channel access prob. p x( )
and forwarding prob. q x( ) settings

In this hop-distance level subsection, we consider scenarios where
all x-hop nodes have the same channel access probability p x( ) and
forwarding probability q x( ), i.e.,

p p x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that =i i (48)

q q x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that = .i i (49)

Each scenarios satisfies

∑ N x p x( ) ( ) = 1,
x

H

=1 (50)

which guarantees that at least one WMN node is granted the
transmission opportunity per time slot. In particular, we control the
bandwidth allocation according to two different settings for the channel
access probability p x( ) and the forwarding probability q x( ):

pth: p x( ) is set according to Eq. (44) and q x( ) is set according to Eq.
(45), see Table 3(a) and (b).

pde: p x( ) is set according to Eq. (44), see Table 3(a), and q x( ) is set to
0.975, which is higher than the value of Eq. (45).

We compare the controlled input traffic design with the network
performance for heavy-loaded traffic. For the controlled traffic input
rate, we assume that all x-hop nodes have the same source traffic rates,
i.e.,

λ λ x i h x= ( ) ∀ such that = .i i (51)

In particular, we set

λ x λ x H( ) = , = 1, …, ,s,opt (52)

where λs,opt is obtained from Eq. (40) according to the channel access
probability set. The actual values of λs,opt used in the simulations are
listed in Table 3(c).

In the heavy-loaded input traffic model, the source traffic queues Qs
are constantly backlogged [17,18,28,29]. In our simulations, we model
the heavy-loaded traffic as Poisson input traffic with very high input
rates. Specifically, we set

λ x p x x H( ) = 5 ( ), = 1, …, , (53)

which ensures that the local source queues Qs have a minimal traffic
intensity equal to five. This ensures that the probability of a local queue
Qs being empty is approximately 5−64.

The result figures employ the following labelling conventions. The
“pth” and “pde” indicate the channel access and forwarding probability
set. The “G” and “H” indicate controlled input traffic and heavy-loaded
input traffic, respectively. Moreover, “sim” refers to results obtained via

Fig. 3. Illustration of network topology with 126 WMN nodes positioned on rings
h h, = 1, 2, …, 6, with radius h(55 ) m with Z = 4 clusters.

Table 2
FiWi network characteristics for different numbers of clusters Z: Average hop distance to
ONU, maximum hop distance H in network, and number of nodes N(1) with one hop to
an ONU.

Z Avg. dist H N(1)

1 4.333 6 6
2 2.714 5 20
3 2.143 4 33
4 1.810 3 42
5 1.667 3 52
6 1.667 3 54
7 1.540 3 64
8 1.508 3 68
9 1.500 3 69
10 1.476 3 72
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simulation and “the” indicates results obtained via theoretical analysis
presented in Section 4. To examine the effects of the channel access
design on the overall FiWi network performance, we initially set the
PON transmission bitrate to ten times the total WMN transmission
bitrate.

6.2.2. Results: Impact of controlled input traffic
Fig. 4 shows the mean throughput and delay of the pth and pde

settings for controlled and heavy-loaded input traffic. We note that the
heavy-loaded traffic attains the maximum system throughput since the
(essentially) constantly backlogged local source traffic queues ensure
that every channel access opportunity is utilized [18,17]. With heavy-
loaded traffic, the utilization levels of the channel access opportunities
(transmission resources) provided by the underlying network are high,
i.e., the traffic intensities are high. We observe from Fig. 4 that for both
the pth and pde settings, the proposed controlled input traffic design
(Section 5.1) achieves about 80% of the maximum system throughput
(which is achieved with heavy-loaded traffic), while reducing the delay
to half or less compared to the heavy-loaded traffic.

The throughput reduction is due to some missed transmission
opportunities, i.e., transmission opportunities that are assigned to a
node but cannot be utilized since there is no relay traffic and no source
input traffic available for transmission. That is, with the input traffic

control, the utilization level of the network transmission resources is
lower than with the heavy-loaded traffic. The delay comparison in
Fig. 4 indicates that the input traffic control approximately halves the
mean packet delay compared to heavy-loaded traffic. This delay
reduction is due to the somewhat lower traffic loads that result from
the control of the input traffic such that each hop distance level can
better (i.e., in a more timely manner) accommodate the relay traffic
load arriving from the preceding hop level, see Eq. (39). In other words,
the lower utilization levels of the network transmission resources, i.e.,
the lower traffic intensities, with the input traffic control result in lower
mean packet delays than with the heavy-loaded traffic.

6.2.3. Results: Impact of forwarding probabilities q x( )
Prior heavy-load studies, e.g., [18,17], found that compared to the

pth setting, the pde setting can lower mean delays while achieving the
same system throughput. Note that heavy traffic studies, such as
[18,17], typically considered only the queueing delays in the relay
queues (and not the queueing delay in the source nodes). We consider
the queueing delays in both source and relay nodes throughout this
study for both our controlled [G, see Eq. (52)] and heavy [H, see Eq.
(53)] Poisson traffic. We observe from Fig. 4 that for the controlled
traffic load, the pth and pde settings result in essentially equivalent
mean delays. This observation can be explained as follows. The

Table 3
Channel access prob. p x( ) and forwarding prob. q x( ) as a function of hop distance x to gateway for pth setting as well as optimized controlled source input rate λs,opt for different numbers
of clusters Z.

(a) Channel access prob.p x( ) from Eq. (44)

Z p(1) p(2) p(3) p(4) p(5) p(6)

1 0.0385 0.0183 0.0110 0.0069 0.0040 0.0018
2 0.0184 0.0091 0.0053 0.0036 0.0029 n/a
3 0.0141 0.0068 0.0048 0.0037 n/a n/a
4 0.0131 0.0056 0.0044 n/a n/a n/a
5 0.0115 0.0055 0.0047 n/a n/a n/a
6 0.0111 0.0057 0.0048 n/a n/a n/a
7 0.0101 0.0057 0.0051 n/a n/a n/a
8 0.0098 0.0059 0.0052 n/a n/a n/a
9 0.0097 0.0059 0.0052 n/a n/a n/a
10 0.0097 0.0058 0.0053 n/a n/a n/a

(b) Forwarding prob.q x( ) from Eq. (45)

Z q(1) q(2) q(3) q(4) q(5)

1 0.9523 0.9 0.8333 0.7333 0.5454
2 0.8413 0.6792 0.4444 0.1875 n/a
3 0.7381 0.4516 0.2143 n/a n/a
4 0.6667 0.2143 n/a n/a n/a
5 0.5873 0.1351 n/a n/a n/a
6 0.5714 0.1666 n/a n/a n/a
7 0.4920 0.0967 n/a n/a n/a
8 0.4603 0.1034 n/a n/a n/a
9 0.4524 0.1052 n/a n/a n/a
10 0.4285 0.1111 n/a n/a n/a

(c) λs,opt from Eq. (40)

Z pth and pde

1 0.0018
2 0.0029
3 0.0037
4 0.0043
5 0.0048
6 0.0048
7 0.0052
8 0.0053
9 0.0053
10 0.0054
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transmission opportunities at a WMN node are shared by its source
and relay queues. Thus, allocating a transmission opportunity to one
queue introduces delay to the other queue. The pde setting strongly
prioritizes the relay queue. However, this relay queue prioritization
delays service to the source queue. If only relay queue delays are
considered, then the pde setting does result in delay reductions, as
reported in heavy traffic studies, such as [18,17]. On the other hand,
when considering the queueing delays in the source as well as the relay
queues, the pde setting does not reduce the mean delay since the delay
reductions of the relay traffic are achieved at the expense of increasing
the source queue delays.

We note that the heavy traffic model has often been adopted in
analytical studies for ease of tractability. However, in practical net-
works, traffic is usually non-heavy and the delays in the source nodes
do matter for the end-to-end delays experienced by applications. We
caution therefore that the previously reported results obtained for
heavy traffic may be misleading by indicating delay reductions for the
pde setting compared to the pth setting. As demonstrated by our results
in Fig. 4, the pde setting does in fact not reduce the practically relevant
end-to-end mean delays for non-heavy traffic models. We also note that
for practically relevant non-heavy traffic, there are some differences

between the pde and pth settings, in that pde improves the perfor-
mance specifically for the nodes with higher hop distances, as
examined in Section 6.3.3.

6.3. Node level design

6.3.1. Channel access probability p x( ) and forwarding probability
q x( ) settings

In this subsection, we study the system performance for the channel
access probability p x( ) design at the level of individual nodes (see
Section 5.3), which allows each WMN node mi to have a different
channel access probability pi and forwarding probability qi. Analogously
to the hop distance design, we set

∑ p = 1.
i

N

i
=1 (54)

The values of pi and qi are designed according to Eqs. (46) and (47). For
λ λ=s i s, , we find that with

λ
h

= 1
∑

,s
i
N

i=1 (55)

Fig. 4. Mean FiWi network throughput and delay with hop distance level design (Sections 5.1 and 5.2) as a function of number of clusters Z for pth and pde settings with controlled (G)
and heavy (H) loaded traffic. (For pth and pde settings, nodes with the same hop distance x have the same channel access probability p x( ) and forwarding probability q x( ) according to

Eqs. (48)–(50). Specifically, for the pth setting, p x( ) is obtained from Eq. (44) and listed in Table 3(a), q x( ) is obtained from Eq. (45) and listed in Table 3(b). For the pde setting, p x( ) is
obtained from Eq. (44) and listed in Table 3(a), q x( ) = 0.975 fixed. For controlled traffic (G), all nodes (in both pth and pde) have the same source packet traffic input rate λ λ=i s,opt

obtained via Eq. (40) and listed in Table 3(c). For heavy-loaded traffic (H), λ x p x( ) = 5 ( )).

Fig. 5. FiWi network performance comparison of node level design (pop) and hop distance level design (pth). (For pop settings, each node can have different channel access probability
pi obtained via Eq. (46) and forwarding probability qi obtained via Eq. (47). For controlled pop traffic (G), all nodes have the same source packet input rate λ λ=s i s, with λs given by Eq.

(55)).
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Eq. (54) is satisfied. We refer to this per-node level transmission/
forwarding probability design as “pop”.

6.3.2. Results: Node level design vs. hop level design
Fig. 5 compares the pop node level design with the pth hop distance

level design for controlled input traffic. We observe from Fig. 5 that pop
achieves higher throughput and lower delay than pth. (We found in
additional evaluations that are not included here to avoid clutter that
pth with heavy traffic achieves the same throughput as pop with
controlled input traffic.) The higher throughput and lower delay with
the pop design are due to the individualized per-node assignments of
the channel access probability pi and forwarding probability qi accord-
ing to the traffic characteristics at each individual node mi. This per-
node assignment is computationally still very simple, see Eqs. (46) and
(47), and relies on the sets Ri of preceding hop nodes, which are readily
available for static WMNs.

6.3.3. Results: Nodes with different hop distances
In this subsection, we study the throughput and delay performance

experienced by nodes that have different hop distances from the ONU.
Fig. 6 shows the average per-node throughput and delay experienced
by nodes that require between one and four hops to reach in ONU in
FiWi networks with Z = 2 and 3 clusters. We observe from Fig. 6 that
pth has the most pronounced performance imbalance in that nodes
with short hop distances experience much higher per-node throughput
and shorter average delays than nodes with higher hop distances; and
this imbalance worsens for the heavy-loaded input traffic. The pde

setting balances the performance somewhat better compared to pth;
however, nodes with lower hop distances still tend to experience both
better throughput and delay performance. We further observe from
Fig. 6 that the pop setting provides consistently fair per-node through-
put to nodes at all hop distances and has the mildest delay imbalance.
This fair pop performance with respect to the different hop distances to
the ONU is achieved through the individualized per-node channel
access and forwarding probabilities based on the traffic characteristics
at each individual node mi. We acknowledge that the nodes with higher
hop distances to the ONU tend to have higher delays, even with the pop
design, and this higher delay for higher hop distances is the general
nature of multi-hop networks that would be very difficult to completely
eliminate [64,18]. Overall, we conclude that for balanced FiWi system
performance, the pop node level channel access probability and
forwarding probability design (see Section 5.3) achieves relatively
consistent and fair throughput-delay performance for the nodes at
the various hop distances from the ONUs.

6.4. Impact of PON DBA

Generally, in FiWi networks, the effects of the PON part become
most noticeable when the WMN output rate approaches or even
exceeds the PON service rate [38,17,62,36]. In this subsection, we
examine the effects of the PON DBA in the context of the pth setting
with controlled input traffic. We set the PON service rate to half of the
WMN rate, i.e., 0.5 (packet/time slot) is the maximum FiWi through-
put. Fig. 7 shows the PON delay and throughput as a function of the

Fig. 6. Mean per node throughput and delay as a function of hop distance from the gateway (ONU). (The pth and pde scenarios follow the parameter settings summarized in the caption
of Fig. 4, while pop-G follows the parameter settings as per the caption of Fig. 5. The pop-H scenario has source input traffic rate λ p= 5s i i, ).
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number of clusters Z. We observe from Fig. 7 that for scenarios when
the WMN output rates are relative lower than the PON service rate (0.5
packets/time slot), the PON introduces negligible delay and the effect
of the DBA is not significant. For Z = 4 to 6, where the WMN output
rates are close to the PON service rate, we observe that the DBA is
capable of reducing the optical delay by assigning the bandwidth
according to the input traffic of each ONU. For Z ≥ 7, we observe that
the DBA introduces very slight PON delay increases while achieving
very slightly higher throughput compared to the fixed PON bandwidth
allocation without DBA. This is due to the fact that for the non-DBA
scheme, some ONUs have traffic intensity larger than one, while other
ONUs have intensity lower than one. Such imbalanced situations result
in slightly reduced throughput and slightly lower delay due to ONUs
that do not fully use their fixed bandwidth allocation. Overall, we
conclude that a DBA helps to compensate for load imbalances among
the ONUs. The results also show that our approximate M M K/ /1/ queue
modeling approach (see Section 4.7.2) achieves a reasonably close
characterization of the DBA performance.

7. Conclusion

We have analyzed the throughput-delay characteristics of Fiber-
Wireless (FiWi) networks formed by connecting clusters of Wireless
Mesh Network (WMN) nodes via a Passive Optical Network (PON) to a
central Optical Line Terminal (OLT). Each WMN node cluster is served
by a dedicated Optical Network Unit (ONU) of the PON. In contrast to
existing analyses that have considered heavy-loaded WMN nodes that
are constantly backlogged, we have developed general delay-through-
put models that accommodate non-heavy Poisson traffic as well as the
effects of dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) in the PON. Based on
the formalisms and insights gained from our throughput-delay analy-
sis, we have developed i( ) a novel traffic control strategy that limits the
source traffic injected at the WMN nodes into the FiWi network, and

ii( ) novel node-level assignments of channel access probabilities for
WMN nodes and forwarding probabilities for relay packets at the WMN
nodes.

Our extensive numerical evaluations have verified the accuracy of
the developed analytical throughput-delay models. We found that prior
studies with heavy traffic reported the misleading result that high
forwarding probability settings would reduce the mean packet delay.
However, these prior studies considered only the delay in the relay
queues and not in the source queue of the node that generated the
packet. Our more general non-heavy traffic model accommodates the
source queue delay and demonstrates that prior reported high for-
warding probability settings do in fact not reduce the mean packet
delay. However, the proposed traffic control and the proposed node-
level channel access and forwarding probability design do reduce the
mean packet delays. Also, the evaluations indicate that the proposed
node level channel access and forwarding probability design can
achieve balanced throughput-delay performance at WMN nodes with
different hop distances to the ONUs.

There are several important directions for future research on FiWi
network analysis. One direction is to examine mechanisms for achiev-
ing low delays for interactive applications, such as augmented reality
applications [65–67]. Such low-delay interactive applications could be
further supported through the integration of edge computing into the
FiWi network [68–71] and advanced control paradigms, such as
software defined networking control [72,73]. Another direction is to
examine the integrated control and network management of FiWi
networks across multiple OLTs and metropolitan areas [74–78]. Such
integrated control and management mechanisms could judiciously
interface the FiWi MAC and scheduling mechanisms with metropolitan
area network MAC protocols [79–83]. Yet another future research
direction is to expand the performance evaluation to consider energy
saving mechanisms, such as integrated sleep modes [84,85].

Appendix A. SUMMARY OF M M K/ /1/ AND M D K/ /1/ QUEUES

For packet arrival rate λ and packet service rate μ, the traffic intensity is ρ λ μ= / . Consider an M M K/ /1/ queue that can hold up to K packets. The
queue holds K packets, i.e., blocks newly arriving packets, with probability [55]:

⎧
⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪⎪

P ρ K

ρ ρ
ρ

ρ

K
ρ

( , ) =

(1 − )
1 −

if ≠ 1

1
+ 1

if = 1.
K

K

K
M,

+1

(56)

Fig. 7. Mean PON throughput and delay as a function of number of clusters Z for pth setting and controlled traffic. (The pth-G scenario follows the parameter settings summarized in
the caption of Fig. 4).
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The queue is empty with probability
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The average queue length is [55]:
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and the average waiting time is

W μ λ K
μ

L ρ K
λ P ρ K

( , , ) = 1 +
( , )

[1 − ( , )]
.

K
M

M

M, (59)

Denote P ρ K k K( , ), = 0, …,kD, , for the stationary state probabilities of holding k packets in an M D K/ /1/ queue. For k K0 ≤ ≤ − 1, the recursion
[55]

∑P ρ K λa P ρ K λ a P ρ K( , ) = ( , ) + ( , ),k k
j

k

k j jD, −1 D,0
=1

− D,
(60)

with a e ρ j= (1 − ∑ / !)n λ j
n ρ j1
=1

− , start at P = 1D,0 , and normalization with P ρ K∑ ( , ) = 1i
K

i=0 D, gives the steady state probabilities. The blocking
probability, i.e., the Kth state probability, is

∑P ρ K ρP ρ K ρ P ρ K( , ) = ( , ) − (1 − ) ( , ).K
j

K

jD, D,0
=1

−1

D,
(61)

Alternatively, [86] gives an explicit formula for P ρ K( , )kD, , which can become computationally demanding for large K [87]. The average waiting time
of an M D K/ /1/ queue follows with Little's Law as

W μ λ K
μ

L ρ K
λ P ρ K

( , , ) = 1 +
( , )

[1 − ( , )]
,

K
D

D

D, (62)

where L ρ K kP ρ K( , ) = ∑ ( , )k
K

kD =0 D, is the average M D K/ /1/ queue length.
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